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Japan: labour market remains tight while
consumption begins to slow
Labour market conditions tightened further last month, but we don't
see any signs of wage growth yet. Meanwhile, goods consumption is
weakening. Thus, the Bank of Japan will likely stick to its policy
stance at its December meeting, despite expectations of higher
inflation over the next few months

2.6 Jobless rate

Higher than expected

Labour market conditions remain solid, but there are still no
imminent signs of wage growth
The unemployment rate in Japan stayed at 2.6% in October for the second consecutive month,
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slightly above the market consensus of 2.5%, but the job-to-application ratio edged up to 1.35 as
expected. We believe that the labour market will continue to recover over the next few months.
Hospitality service jobs are likely to grow as the number of international and domestic tourists rise,
while manufacturing employment will likely turn weak due to the weak manufacturing outlook
suggested by muted PMI and export data. Wages in services tend to be lower than
in manufacturing, so the unemployment rate is likely to fall, but we do not expect overall wage
growth. 

The jobless rate remained low in October

Source: CEIC

Retail sales rose marginally
Retail sales grew 0.2% month-on-month seasonally adjusted in October (vs a revised 1.5% in
September) but fell short of the market consensus of 1.0%. Looking at the details, apparel sales
rose the most (3.9%) and food/beverage sales also rose solidly (1.8%). However, durable goods,
such as motor vehicles (-6.8%) and household machines (-0.4%), and fuel (-0.7%) declined,
probably due to higher prices. Retail sales have been solid in recent months, mainly due to the
easing of Covid restrictions and supply constraints on car production. However, we believe that
goods consumption will likely turn weak over the next few months due to a rapid rise in prices,
while services consumption boosted by tourism is likely to continue its recovery. 

Retail sales growth slowed in October

Source: CEIC
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The Bank of Japan will stay pat at its December meeting
In Japan, forward-looking price indicators suggest a further rise in inflation as we approach the end
of the year, but the stabilised Japanese yen and global commodity prices will likely lighten the
burden on inflation next year. The recent sharp rise in inflation is mainly driven by supply-side
factors, so it won't change the policy stance of the Bank of Japan.
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